
 
 

New Canaan, Connecticut, is a bastion of midcentury modernist architecture, and although the most famous 
example is arguably Philip Johnson’s Glass House, it was architect Eliot Noyes who planted the seeds of a 
flourishing, and at times controversial, design movement in this idyllic patch of New England. Before his fellow 
Harvard Five architects landed in New Canaan, Noyes, who at various points headed MoMA’s industrial design 
department and worked on projects for IBM and Mobil, settled there in the 1940s. An exhibition opening today, 
“At the Noyes House: Blum & Poe, Mendes Wood DM, and Object & Thing,” offers the public, for the first 
time ever, a chance to visit the Noyes family home, where its sunny rooms have been bolstered by the 
contemporary works of 34 international artists and designers. 

When New Canaan resident Abby Bangser, the founder and creative director of Object & Thing, realized that 
she would have to pull the plug on the second edition of her Brooklyn-based art and design fair because of the 
pandemic, she began pondering alternative creative possibilities. “In the digital space there were certainly great 



examples of new thinking and collaboration,” Bangser tells AD PRO, “but there is something so special about 
the physical experience of art.” She asked herself: Could there be a way to safely do it? 

 

 

After a few informal conversations with friends and family, Bangser turned her attention to the nearby Noyes 
House, which in 2019 ensured the protection of its design heritage by signing a preservation easement with the 
Connecticut Trust for Historic Preservation. “The house has always been a place for art and design, but not in a 
precious way,” Bangser explains, noting how the Noyes family was friends with artists like Alexander Calder, 
who created his large-scale stabile sculpture Black Beast II—now part of MoMA’s collection—for the Noyes 
House’s courtyard. Noyes was also pals with Charles and Ray Eames, and an Eames plywood plinth sculpture 
once adorned the fireplace. Works by Isamu Noguchi and Pablo Picasso were also casually integrated into the 
home over the years, revealing Noyes’s philosophy that art should be embraced in everyday life. 

Propelled by that spirit, Bangser, in collaboration with Object & Thing artistic director Rafael de Cárdenas, 
New York gallery Blum & Poe, and the São Paulo–based gallery Mendes Wood DM, set about filling the 
residence with more than 80 pieces of art, mingling them with original furnishings to establish a thoughtful 
juxtaposition between past and present. Noyes’s son Frederick, also an architect, helpfully weighed in during 
the design process. 



 

When deciding which pieces to feature, the team considered the history of the house so that the new layers 
would be particularly meaningful. For example, Bangser turned to Aaron Aujla and Ben Bloomstein, founders 
of New York workshop Green River Project LLC, for an alfresco coffee table and chairs to replace the simple 
slatted pieces that originally adorned the courtyard. 

“We’re releasing a new collection of furniture in October, which is inspired by artists and architects in upstate 
New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts, and this outdoor suite is part of that collection,” says Aujla. “We 
had been thinking about Eliot Noyes and his work when we were designing it.” 

Elsewhere in the house is Green River Project LLC’s Airline Pendant, repurposed from old airplane parts, and a 
vessel crafted with limestone sourced from Bloomstein’s Egremont, Massachusetts, property, which also marks 
the duo’s first time working with stone. 

 



 
 

In the courtyard, Calder’s monumental piece has made way for American artist Alma Allen’s eight-foot-tall 
pleated bronze sculpture, just as the spot where a Calder mobile once hung indoors is now home to a 
biomorphic stitched-fabric sculpture by Brazilian artist Sonia Gomes. 

Ceramist Frances Palmer, who lives not far away in Weston, had the chance to visit the Noyes House several 
years ago and was thrilled when she discovered that her new wood-fired vessels would fit right in at the abode. 
“I make all my glazes with ashes from burnt wood on my property. When you put the pot in the kiln, the ash 
from the burning wood settles on the pot and creates new glaze,” she says of her process. Every week Palmer 
will come to the Noyes House armed with fresh flowers such as “bright and exuberant dahlia and zinnia” from 
her own garden so that the installation looks especially vibrant. 

Wandering around the house reveals numerous surprises, like a cheerful vintage giraffe sculpture originating 
from a carousel that illuminates Noyes’s quirky side to curating. “There’s a new energy in the house,” as 
Bangser points out, but it’s also “an antique treasure hunt.” 

The show runs through November 28, and interested parties can schedule private appointments for up to 10 
people via blumandpoe.com, mendeswooddm.com, or object-thing.com. 









 


